Abstract. The uniform prime number theorem for primes in arithmetic progressions is generalized to the setting of Hecke L-series.
1. Introduction. In the present paper, we will prove a generalization of the uniform prime number theorem of Siegel and Walfisz (Walfisz [13] , Prachar [8, p. 144] ) to the case of grössencharacters from an algebraic number field. Our Main Theorem was motivated by attempts to prove certain analogues of Artin's conjecture on primitive roots (Artin [1, p. viii] ). These analogues of Artin's conjecture constitute an infinite-dimensional generalization of the Tchebotarev density theorem (Tchebotarev [11] , Hasse [5, p. 133] ), and will be the subject of a subsequent paper.
Throughout the present paper, let K be a normal algebraic number field of finite degree n and discriminant d. Let a->-a0) (l^j^n) denote the embeddings of K into the complex field C, ordered so that the first rx are real and the y'th and (j±r2)tn are complex-conjugate. Let w, = 1, lújúrx, = 2, rx + l £j£ rx + r2.
For a £ K* = K-{0}, let a= 1 (mod* 9i) mean that a is multiplicatively congruent to 1 modulo the A"-ideal St. Let y be a grössencharacter of K defined modulo its conductor/, such that for a e K*, a= 1 (mod*/), we have *(«» = n (om) kt"'"', í=i wa \i
where m¡ e Z,<p¡e R and (a) is the K-ide&l generated by a. For positive numbers A and x define &{A) = {x\ M =¿>1 újúrx + r2}, ■n(x, K,X)= 2 XO)'
where p runs over prime ideals of K. For all A, 38(A) contains the ideal-class characters of K, since the <p; = 0 for such a character. Our goal is the Main Theorem. Let A > 0, e > 0. Then there exists a positive constant c=c(A, e), not depending on K on y, such that for x e S%(A), we have ■nix, K, x) = E(x)li(x) + 0(Dx log2 x exp {-c«(log x)ll2¡D}),
x -> oo,
where the O-term constant does not depend on K or x, and R(x) = 0> X 7e Xo = the trivial grössencharacter,
The proof of the Main Theorem is based on a study of the distribution of the zeros of Hecke L-functions. The methods used are generalizations of those used by Titchmarsh and Paige to study the zeros of Dirichlet's L-functions (Prachar [8, pp. 97-146] ). Our results are improvements of some results of Fogels [3] and Mitsui [7] . Fogels, however, only considers ideal class L-functions whose infinite components are trivial. Further, his zero-free regions depend in an undetermined way on n. Some of Mitsui's results are proved for general grössencharacters, but they also depend in an undetermined way on the ground field K.
§2 will define notation and conventions. §3 will study the distribution of the zeros of zeta functions with grössencharacters. §4 will prove the Main Theorem.
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Our results were announced in [4] .
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and set L*(s, x)=L*(s, x,fx)-It ¡s weH known that L(s, y) has an analytic continuation as a meromorphic function having at most one pole. This pole is a simple pole located at s= 1 and is present only when x is trivial. Define
is an entire function of finite order and
where \W(x)\ = l (Täte [10] ).
We will denote by £K(s) the Dedekind zeta function of K. We will utilize the Landau O-and o-notations. We will agree that, in any formula containing an O-term or o-term, the constant implied by the O-or o-term will not depend on any quantity explicitly appearing in the formula, unless otherwise stated. The dependence of the O-and o-terms on other parameters will always be explicitly spelled out. We will have occasion to write down constants whose actual value is unimportant, but which are independent of all parameters entering into a discussion. Such absolute constants will be denoted by subscripted, lower-case c's, numbered consecutively in each section. Certain other constants will depend on the choice of A. These will be denoted by subscripted, lower-case a's, numbered consecutively in each paragraph.
3. The zeros of Hecke L-functions. In §3, we will find zero-free regions for L(s, x) such that the dependence of the shape of the regions on the parameters on K and x is explicit. The shape of the regions will depend on whether or not x is real, that is, whether or not x2 = Xo-In subsection 3.1 we will derive certain results which are valid for both real and complex y- §3.2 will derive the zero-free region when x is complex. §3.3 will consider x real. A routine application of the Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem suffices to complete the proof. whenever a g l+Cx/n log (2|á|).
Proof. We use the following result of Landau (Titchmarsh [12, p. 49] ): If f(s) is analytic in the disc {\s -s0| ^r), and if \f(s)lf(s0)\ fiM for |j-s0| :£r, then
where c2 does not depend on/ M, or r, and the sum runs over all zeros p off in the disc {\s-s0\¿rl2). For our application, set r=2, s0 = 3/2,f(s)=(s-l)t,K(s). Lemma 3.1.1 implies the existence of an absolute constant c3 such that |/(j)| áca|í/| =M in {\s-s0\ ^2}. Then the above-cited result implies that
where 0=0(<r) satisfies |0| ^ 1. For <r> 1, we have ^(or)/^(<x) ^ 0. Also Re (a-p)"1 0 since ffä 1 and ^K(a)^0 in this region. Therefore,
Choosing Cx<e¡c5, we see that c5ra log (2\d\)<e¡(a-l) provided that a^l + Cx/n log (2|i/|). This proves the lemma. 3.2 L-functions with complex grössencharacters. Throughout §3.2, let y be a primitive, complex grössencharacter of K. Our object is to prove Therefore, for b^an, {-6(l+e)la + 4l(al2 + b))-a9{nlog(a-i) + n2} > 0, which contradicts (3.6). Therefore, b>axx, which proves the theorem. 3.3 L-functions with real grössencharacters. Throughout §3.3, let y be a real, primitive grössencharacter of K. In order to find uniform, zero-free regions for L(s, x), it will be necessary to consider separately the zeros of L(s, x) on and off the real axis. Our main results in this paragraph are : Then, for n¡rj(t)-^r^\, we have v(r, t: K)fiCxrr)(t).
Proof. Using the same reasoning as used in the proof of Lemma 3. |cr-f-//-11"1 g r¡(t).
Thus, the lemma is true if 1 + c2f-n(t) ^ a ^ 2 for any c2. In order to prove the desired estimate for some region of the form 1 -c¡r¡(t) = a ^ 1 + c¡-n(t), we will apply [8, Theorem 4.6, p. 385] with F(s)=L*(s, x), tr=\, s0 = a0 + it0, a0 = l + c/r/(r0), with r0 arbitrary and 0<c^ chosen as follows: Let c< 1/16 be chosen so that \L*'(sQ,x)IL*(so,x)\ èctK*o-l) for 1 <ct0^ l+a/r;(/). This is possible by Lemma 3.1.2. Also, choose c so small that L*(s, x)^0 for |j-j0| ^r, aä 1 -3c¡t¡(t0). Set ry = 2clr¡(t0)<rj4. Then F(s)¿0 for \s-j0|^r/2, Re(í-í0)^ -2rx. By Lemma 3. 
